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“...just because it wants to”, Quick Take, Calendar 

The US EQUITIES late Friday upside explosion was a bit of a surprise not just in its extreme 
volatility at the end of the day. It was also a push above some key bearish Evolutionary Trend 
View indications that had taken two weeks to develop. The key questions now are how could 
this be, and is it a full return to the recently elusive ‘risk on’ psychology?  

Taking the first part first, the answer to that sort of radical shift from the previous stubbornly 
bearish tone in the face of all manner of bullish ‘macro’ influences is that any market can do this 
“...just because it wants to.” We like to relate this to one of the key price trend assessment tools 
many experienced investors, traders and analysts develop across time as it compares to the 
methodology of a famous fictional detective: Sherlock Holmes, well known for his analytic rigor.  

Early in Arthur Conan Doyle’s book ‘The Sign of the Four’ (Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine, 
1889), Holmes' investigative companion Dr. Watson is very impressed with a conclusion Holmes 
has drawn on a particular issue. The always demure Holmes responds that his conclusion is 
merely a simple matter of deduction, and expresses his lack of agreement with Watson’s 
enthusiasm by saying, “Eliminate all other factors, and the one which remains must be the truth” 
(repeated in other forms many times elsewhere in Conan Doyle’s episodic Holmes adventures.) 

This relates back to market analysis through some seasoned analysts ability to discount unlikely 
possibilities. Diminishing the likelihood of some aspects of the overall market outcomes can 
make it easier at times to consider what might be the most tenable future path for the market. 
However, it must be remembered that even the most insightful analysis is just a derivative of the 
market once removed. 

The market is still the market, and credible analysts know that, unlike criminal investigation, 
nothing is ‘impossible’ in the sense Holmes expressed regarding physical evidence in ‘The Sign 
of the Four’. That is because in market movements nothing is in fact ‘impossible’, as I have 
often noted regarding the potentials:  

“The market does whatever it wants, whenever it wants, just because it wants to.” That is 
despite the degree to which ‘macro’ analysis may seem all encompassing, and the technical 
tendencies seem to support the ‘macro’ conclusions in even the most cogent and extensive 
‘macro-technical’ analysis.  

That seems to be what happened to our near-term bearish assessment of the US EQUITIES 
late last week. It is important to note that the chapter in which that form of Holmes’ quote 
appears is ‘The Science of Deduction’. And it must be allowed that (once again as opposed to 
physical science), in markets we are more so involved in ‘the science of inference’ with anything 
still ‘possible’, and the analysis contingent on continual reinforcement. 
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That gets us to the second question regarding whether US EQUITIES are back to a full return of 
the recently elusive ‘risk on’ psychology? Frankly we doubt it, and quite a bit of the 
reinforcement for that will rest with this week’s market activity.  

However much last week’s finish seemed to Negate the previous topping activity (more below), 
it will be important to see the JUNE S&P 500 FUTURE further overrun the key technical levels 
to feed the bullish psychology. Otherwise last week’s strength could end up appearing like a 
temporary emotional upward ‘spike’. 

That said, there is much to commend the bullish argument at present. The Biden ARP program 
massive funding for various purposes, there is even more proposed for infrastructure, and the 
support for the already highly improved US COVID-19 vaccination program is encouraging 
many folks to shun the pandemic suppression measures which limited retail gathering activities 
and travel. Yet that last bit is the cautionary indication for the near-term future. 

The extended dilemma is as we have been noting for most of March, ever since the Governors 
of Texas and Mississippi (along with some others) lifted not only commercial restrictions but 
also their states’ mask mandates. As also noted previous, the ‘calendar’ implication is also 
pernicious into Easter holiday travel following weeks of the Spring Break period.  

The latter is particularly accentuated by the degree to which the COVID-19 B.1.1.7 variant has 
seen its worst outbreak in Florida just as massive crowds of young people converge on the state 
from all over the US; and will be traveling back to their home states shortly thereafter. 

This might seem like a late phase issue into the face of the serial improvements in the US 
vaccination program. And we agree this might (indeed hopefully ‘will’) be the ‘last hurrah’ of the 
COVID-19 pandemic if the current vaccines prove to be effective against most of the recently 
identified variants. Yet there are issues with that which might prove to be more troubling than 
anything which is currently priced into markets.  

In the first instance, as of last week only 14% of the total US population has been fully 
vaccinated. Concentration in the most vulnerable including health workers, other frontline 
employees and older folks could reduce serious consequences seen in last year’s 
hospitalization and death numbers.  

Yet, any major resurgence of new cases that will bring back the sort of restrictions which are not 
currently priced into the market psychology could be a problem for US EQUITIES. Just to be 
clear, we are not longer-term bearish, yet must allow for a serious ‘speed bump’. 

As the title of our research note last Thursday shared (and even after the late Friday rally), it 
appears the US EQUITIES are in a ‘Critical Psychological Inflection Phase’. That is on the 
degree to which the several week delay (which we had clearly cautioned would be the case) 
since the early March lifting of all restrictions, including the mask mandate through much of the 
US, the situation is now entering the more telling phase… and the indications are at least 
somewhat troubling on the most recent indications from the Centers for Disease Control. 

Note their most recent indication through last week (https://bit.ly/3u3XU4F) on the number of 
daily news cases and the data-smoothing of the 7-day moving average. As context for the 
current situation, note at the height of the previous surge last July (prior to the far more major 
Winter problem) new cases peaked somewhat above 75,000 with a 7-day average of 67,377. 

The recent sharp fall left indications back below that to some degree, at an average of 53,570 
on 40,369 new cases back on March 14th. Yet since then those are back to an average of 
60,425 on daily new cases of 71,593 on March 26th. Viewing this as a trend, it is important to 
consider whether the recent fall was a ‘cleanout’ pending an up trend resumption. 

https://bit.ly/3u3XU4F
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This is why the most prominent US epidemiologists are warning that the recent wholesale 
abandonment of the COVID-19 pandemic suppression protocols is potentially a major problem. 
And they have the experience of Europe having to return to restrictions (most aggressively in 
Italy and France) to inform their view on the risks. Rather than count on our sporadic 
perspectives on the CDC data, you can follow it yourself via this daily updated short-link: 
https://bit.ly/3rw4eAb. 

It seems that sustained COVID-19 new cases above the 7-Day Moving Average of 67,377 seen 
at last July’s peak would potentially indicate the return of a bigger problem. While that needs to 
be assessed on the basis of individual states and the impact on their health systems, there 
would be a far greater likelihood of reimposition of the recently abandoned restrictions. To the 
degree that means a return of even temporary business closures, it will not be good for the US 
EQUITIES return to a ‘risk on’ psychology. 

For now it is important to watch the degree to which the JUNE S&P 500 FUTURE can sustain 
pushing above the clear 3,942 FRONT MONTH S&P 500 FUTURE weekly DOWN Closing 
Price Reversal (CPR), and its 3,960 area Tolerance (also a mid-February prominent previous 
all-time high.) If so, then possibly today’s slippage back to the 3,942 area recent CPR signal 
area is just a minor reaction. However, if there is any serious weakness back below that area, it 
might speak of Friday having been the aberration due to some odd factor; possibly an end of 
week order imbalance.  

And there is another aspect which was odd about US EQUITIES late Friday upside explosion 
insofar as it was not reflected in other asset classes. GLOBAL GOVVIES had recently rallied, 
seemingly in the wake of the US EQUITIES weakness. Yet as noted previous, that the US 
EQUITIES had indeed weakened without being led lower by the GLOBAL GOVVIES (i.e. higher 
yields) was a tellingly weak sign for the US EQUITIES. However, after GLOBAL GOVVIES had 
slipped from resistance on Thursday into Friday, they have only weakened a bit more today. 

Similarly in FOREIGN EXCHANGE, there was not really any significant reaction that would 
speak of the major return of the ‘risk on’ psychology. Whereas that is most prominent in the 
EMERGING CURRENCIES, they have mostly continued to maintain the weaker levels seen 
since their peaks two weeks ago that modestly faded overall last week.  

The same is even more so true for other DEVELOPED CURRENCIES, as evidenced by the US 
DOLLAR INDEX having overrun some key 92.00-.30 recent and historic resistance last week 
(including a weekly DOWN CPR from just two weeks earlier) last week; and then keeping its bid 
into the key higher 92.75-.85 resistance (including weekly MA-41.) It didn't even budge on 
Friday, and above it now feels like a US DOLLAR ‘haven’ bid that is classically the antithesis of 
‘risk on’ psychology. 

For much more on the previous questionable aspects of US EQUITIES psychology that include 
ignoring much global central bank accommodation encouragement and the impact from the 
Biden ARP program as well as the (still admittedly limited if much improved) US vaccination 
program, please see Friday “It’s a ‘Push’ Into the Weekend” research note.  

We also apologize for the fully annotated weekly charts of key markets being modestly delayed 
this week by a technical issue with our ISP. We expect that will be cleared up later today, and 
those will appear tomorrow. 

 

 

 

https://bit.ly/3rw4eAb
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Market Quick Take  

Aside from the sheer magnitude of the selloff in the first week of September, it was also a 
technical pattern top. That is clear on the FRONT MONTH S&P 500 FUTURE weekly chart 
https://bit.ly/3f37L6s (updated through Friday March 19th.) Such a significant rally above the 
previous week’s 3,504.50 Close and drop well below it established a major DOWN Closing 
Price Reversal (CPR) with a 3,510 Tolerance. The next significant support after it traded below 
the February 3,397.50 previous all-time high looked like the 3,230-00 range we had previous 
highlighted as rally resistance into early June.  

After that held once again, the surge back above the 3,400-30 area left a burden of proof on the 
bears to get the market to fail back below that area. Yet instead the DECEMBER S&P 500 
FUTURE posting weekly Closes above first 3,505-10 and ultimately the 3,550 area was indeed 
again ‘Risk On’ Forever.  

This is confirmation of our estimation the US election would be a win-win for US EQUITIES, with 
the key accelerated bullish influence from the serial positive vaccine announcements since early 
November. The near-term question was whether it could hold support at the early-September 
3,587 trading high and 3,582 early November Close, with a Tolerance to the 3,575 congestion?  

Even though it slid below them in early-mid November on US election concerns, those issues 
clearing up reinstated the ‘risk on’ psychology. Above that range since late November left minor 
congestion resistance in the 3,625-35 range.  

Also above that pointed to the previous 3,668 all-time high that was exceeded into the beginning 
of December with a 3,700 new all-time high. While it traded slightly above that into early 
December, the lack of a Trump signature on the COVID-19 relief package sent it back down to a 
very temporary late-December test of the 3,600 area. Finally more fully out above the low 3,700 
area on a belated ‘Santa Claus Rally’ saw it up near the 3,750-3,800 resistance. 

On recent form, MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE stalled into the old high, and then US EQUITIES 
struggled to sustain activity above the 3,959.25 previous all-time high by more than $10 (both a 
natural rule of thumb and key weekly Oscillator level) through all of last week. This was the 
further indication that Negation of the 3,931-35 dual resistance might be more of a ‘failure swing’ 
than full bullish signal. 

There was even atypical weakness into the FOMC announcements and Chair Powell’s press 
conference last Wednesday (14:00 EDT and after.) In fact, it was only on revised economic 
projections that the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE pushed back above the old 3,960 area high. 

This was further encouraged by Powell’s statement US growth was likely to be very strong and 
any inflation would be very transitory. That not only caused a further push higher during Regular 
Trading Hours, but fomented a new March contract 3,989 all-time trading high that evening. 

Yet then various factors conspired to drop it back into the 3,960 area Thursday. Might that have 
been the renewed weakness of global govvies to new near-term trading lows (higher yields) 
after they bounced on the Powell inflation perspective on Wednesday?  

Or was it the renewed COVID-19 pandemic spread risk we had noted for weeks in the wake of 
quite a few US states lifting pandemic suppression measures (very likely prematurely)? The 
latter was reinforced by the return to more draconian measures in Europe that had reopened too 
early as well as press coverage of the increasing US Spring Break mayhem into late last week.  

In any event, the JUNE S&P 500 FUTURE (front month as of Friday) held not too much worse 
than 3,960 area through Thursday morning, and temporarily spiked back up to it into lunchtime. 
However, by right after lunch it fell sharply back not just from that area, but also well below the 
previous week’s 3,942 weekly Close.  

https://bit.ly/3f37L6s
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[Please see the fully annotated short-term JUNE S&P 500 FUTURE chart into early Monday 
morning trading (https://bit.ly/3lDwdfW Sunday evening electronic trade opening of the week.)] 

That was important insofar as it established a 3,942 weekly DOWN Closing Price Reversal 
(CPR.) Of note that has a Tolerance at the previous week’s high, most interestingly 3,958.50, 
right near 3,960 again. Finishing Friday under pressure into a 3,900 weekly Close (which was 
$42 lower on the week) left a prominent DOWN CPR from 3,942 level. That is being reinforced 
by further weakness below the lower 3,880-70 range, with lower supports at 3,820-00 and the 
mid-3,700 area. 

 

Evolutionary Trend View (repeated from Thursday… much the same)  

Moving on now to a critical market assessment in the wake of the US EQUITIES pushing up 
from previous retests of the 3,200-30 range and their old February FRONT MONTH S&P 500 
FUTURE 3,397.50 all-time high in early September.  

Even though the rally to the previous all-time highs was significantly reversed in early 
September (see above), after holding that 3,200-30 range again on that reaction they were back 
up above the 3,400 area once again and finally above that 3,505-10 DOWN Closing Price 
Reversal from early September.  

That fostered a renewed ‘risk on’ psychology into the most recent new US EQUITIES all-time 
high near the 4,000 area, which is a sustained major influence back into the ‘risk on’ psychology 
spreading into FOREIGN EXCHANGE as most tellingly reflected in EMERGING CURRENCIES.  

While the prospect of further US government stimulus/relief has created a psychology where the 
GLOBAL GOVVIES have reverted to overall weakness to a greater degree than seen during 
anything previous since the last bear market.  

This was consistent with the overall strength of US EQUITIES until the recent yield escalation 
turned the positive economic data, central bank accommodation and prospect of more 
stimulus/relief on top of all that into inflation anticipation worries with a sharp yield escalation. 
Yet after the US NFP along with other ‘good’ news turned out to actually be supportive of US 
EQUITIES in recent trading until their failure into ‘friendly Fed influence’ the past two weeks.  

 

The MARCH 2020 T-NOTE FUTURE surging into a new all-time high into mid-March (i.e. 
shortly prior to its expiration) above the 134-00/-08 summer 2016 previous high was 
understandable (weekly chart through Friday March 19th https://bit.ly/39pCZkP.) As we had 
based our future expectation on its historic weekly Oscillator activity likely extending its rally at 
least into the major 135-16/136-00 area (MA-41 plus 06-00/-16), violated in early March.  

Sustained activity above that zone pointed to the next Oscillator resistance into the 138-00/-16 
area (MA-41 plus 08-00/-16) it was already testing back then into its parabolic extension to the 
weekly Oscillator resistance in the 139-16/140-00 area (MA-41 plus 09-16/10-00) into mid-
March prior to its sharp setback. In fact, the sharp selloff later that week created a DOWN 
Closing Price Reversal (CPR) back below the 138-00 area (Tolerance the previous week’s 138-
16 high.) That is now resistance which has been repeatedly tested on the initial push above it 
and again in recent recoveries.  

140-08/-24 area was next Oscillator resistance this side of the mid-March 140-24 all-time high 
(and trading high of that recent DOWN CPR.) Even though the JUNE T-NOTE FUTURE had 
been under pressure back below that 138-00/-16 area into early April, it more recently pushed 
back above it despite US EQUITIES strength.  

https://bit.ly/3lDwdfW
https://bit.ly/39pCZkP
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This reinforced the NEGATION of that mid-March 138-00/-16 DOWN CPR, which indicated a 
move to higher ground that stalled into the upper 139-00 area. The resistance was at near-term 
congestion in the 139-00 area it had churned above prior to repeated mild selloffs back in May 
to test 138-00/-16 area. And that didn’t last very long before the recent next push back above 
the 139-00 area. Beyond that next resistance was the 140-24 mid-March all-time trading high.  

Even though the early June drop back below the 138-00/-16 area left the door open to a test of 
the overrun mid-2012 previous 135-16/-00 area all-time high, subsequent less upbeat economic 
indications from the OECD, Fed and the IMF had it rebound back above the 139-00 area. In the 
wake of its strong mid-June recovery, the SEPTEMBER T-NOTE FUTURE was above the key 
138-16/-00 range as lower support again, with it recently pushing back above the 139-00 area 
and finally also above 139-24 recent heavy congestion.  

The FRONT MONTH T-NOTE FUTURE slipped back below previously violated 139-20/-24 
heavy congestion from the previous four months in early October. However, the NEGATED 
DOWN Closing Price Reversal top from early March was in the 138-16/-00 range not revisited 
until recent trading. While the key weekly Moving Averages are still in the mid 139-00 area, only 
the failure back below that 138-16/-00 range reinstated the downside momentum.  

That had changed on the early November response to the Pfizer-BioNTech announcement of 
the extreme efficacy of their COVID-19 vaccine. In last our Monday November 9th research note 
we also briefly reviewed the importance of the first ever mRNA vaccine. The more upbeat longer 
term US economic outlook leaves the next minor support below the 138-16/-00 range into the 
136-24 weekly area gap, yet with more significant support down into the 135-00/134-16 area.  

While the 136-16 classical quarter point Tolerance of that 136-24 weekly area gap seemed to 
be violated on the weakness into mid-January that was reversed on the following week’s ratchet 
back above 136-16, yet with the market back down testing those areas last week. Violating it 
from the opening last week opened the door to a test of major 135-00/134-16 historic support.  

That is reinforced by the broader price history showing mid-low 135-00 congestion around the 
mid-2012 previous all-time high in addition to the more recent 134-16 area. While that was 
significantly violated last week, it never got very near the next historic support in the mid-low 
132-00 area prior to rebounding.  

Failing back up to the mid 134-00 area on recent rallies leaves that as resistance on a sign they 
were likely headed lower. While March contract had not really challenged the mid-low 132-00 
area support, the discounted JUNE T-NOTE FUTURE was only back to trading somewhat 
above it. The next key decision into mid-low 132-00 area was the March contract Monday 
expiration after the JUNE T-NOTE FUTURE failure on the rally into that area. However, the 
bounce back above that area at present is a sign the bear trend may have ended for now. 
 

Similarly, the previous strong sister BUND FUTURE had seen the MARCH 2020 CONTRACT 
rally back to fully test and exceed its 177.00-.50 resistance from last summer (weekly chart 
updated through Friday March 19th https://bit.ly/3f1CP6G.) Much above that next resistance 
was not until 178.50 congestion from back then it hit prior to the June contract expiration.  

That was with a DOWN CPR at 179.20 (Tolerance at 179.67 all-time high.) Yet there was a twist 
here on the typical very early expiration of the MARCH CONTRACT that Friday with the JUNE 
BUND FUTURE trading almost 3.00 lower.  

Once the JUNE BUND FUTURE became front month in March it also dropped below the next 
lower 173.25-.00 support, and even back below the previously staunch 170.50-.00 NEGATED 
early November DOWN Break support that had been tested extensively over the winter.  

https://bit.ly/3f1CP6G
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Next lower support was not until back in the major 168.58-.00 area from during the summer 
2016 previous all-time high congestion that it held on the sharp selloff into mid-March prior to 
the bounce back above the 170.50-.00 area.  

The extended weak economic psychology had boosted it back up into the important 173.00-.50 
range once again in mid-June prior to renewed weakness. As such, the JUNE BUND FUTURE 
back above the 173.00-.50 range then dropped back below more major 170.50-.00 congestion 
next lower support prior to expiration. The early June ‘risk-on’ psychology saw JUNE BUND 
FUTURE drop slightly below the low 170.50-.00 area again. Even with the 3.00 SEPTEMBER 
BUND FUTURE premium, it was also below the 173.50-.00 area on its early June weekly Close.  

Yet the less than encouraging economic data and outlook from both the OECD and the Fed in 
early June saw it surge back above the 173.50-.00 area to retest the low end of 173.00-.50 
resistance again. Continued concerns even saw it ramp up into and above 175.00-.50 area that 
it has maintained as support on all recent selloffs, reinforced by more recent IMF indications.  

The next resistance was in the 177.00-.50 area it neared on recent rallies, and temporarily 
traded above in late July. Yet it fell back below the key 177.00-.50 congestion (which it never 
managed to post a weekly Close above its early August rally extension.) Yet the lower key area 
it had been above for the previous two months is the low end of the 175.50-.00 range, which 
was the ley lower support with a Tolerance to the heavy interim 174.50 area congestion.  

Yet that was not secure into the SEPTEMBER BUND FUTURE expiration, as the typically large 
differential of second month pricing was to the downside. As the DECEMBER BUND FUTURE 
was trading at almost a 3.00 discount to the September contract into expiration, the 
DECEMBER BUND as the FRONT MONTH below 175.00 saw a further selloff.  

Yet while that would point to another likely retest of the 170.50-.00 support with minor interim 
congestion in the 172.50 area, we had already noted quite a bit would likely depend on the 
overall path of the US EQUITIES. And the BUND had responded well to the previous US 
EQUITIES weakness, with the DECEMBER BUND FUTURE inclined to push up for another 
rally near the 175.00-.50 area in that context prior to coming back under pressure.  

Yet it was also nowhere near lower interim 172.50 congestion, leaving the US EQUITIES 
decision seemingly less of a key driver for the influence here on the expectation of more 
negative COVID-19 news that will restrain any economic data strength. In fact, its bid had once 
again carried it up above the 175.00-.50 congestion, as GLOBAL GOVVIES seemed to be 
defying any ‘risk on’ US EQUITIES sentiment by maintaining their bid.  

Yet it failed short of the 177.00-.50 range resistance, possibly on the previous US election 
psychology. While that left it retesting the low end of that 175.00-.50 congestion critical support 
in the near term, it had been sharply reversed on the prominent COVID-19 resurgence.  

That all changed on the early November response to the Pfizer-BioNTech announcement of the 
extreme efficacy of their COVID-19 vaccine. In that Monday’s research note we also briefly 
reviewed the importance of the first ever mRNA vaccine. The more upbeat longer term 
economic outlook leaves next interim support below the 175.00-.50 congestion into the 173.00-
172.50 area, yet more significant support not until down into the 170.50-.00 area once again.  

The recent rally back into the 175.00-.50 congestion was a critical test of the near-term down 
trend that had been stubbornly defended. Yet there was a problem for the BUND bears on the 
recent typically early DECEMBER BUND FUTURE expiration: the typical wide second month 
differential in this case saw the MARCH BUND FUTURE at a 2.30 premium.  
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That was of course well back above the 175.00-.50 range, possibly based on what is still a very 
challenged COVID-19 outlook and the previous looming potential miss on the critical Brexit 
negotiations deadline.  

Yet the real GLOBAL GOVVIES story on further near-term economic weakness is in Europe as 
the MARCH BUND FUTURE at a 2.30 premium to the DECEMBER BUND FUTURE on that 
typically early Tuesday expiration. It was therefore above important 177.00-.50 congestion as 
well as the early-March DOWN Closing Price Reversal, and also immediately pushed above the 
key Tolerance of that range at the early August 178.01 9-month trading high. This was of course 
on the back of that far more problematic European economic outlook, as reinforced by Madame 
Lagarde’s most recent press conference.  

However, it has fallen back quite a bit from the 178.01 area, with the recent push for much more 
Euro-zone stimulus leaving it below the 177.50-.00 support once again. It had been violated 
several times since mid-January, with the market back below it at present despite recent 
temporary recoveries. With it recently below next major support at the 175.00-.50 congestion, it 
also vigorously retested the 173.00-172.50 congestion last week prior to rebounding.  

While the MARCH BUND FUTURE remained above it, as expected it was a bit demoralizing 
that the JUNE BUND FUTURE was so far below the 173.00-172.50 congestion when it became 
front month future. That left it more so poised to retest the 170.50-169.75 area congestion that 
had reached to top of prior to the current recovery rally, with the far more major lower recent 
and historic congestion in the 168.86-.00 area from the summer 2016 previous all-time high.  

However, more important on the current recovery is whether it can once again sustain activity 
back above the 173.00-172.50 congestion that it has rallied into the lower end of on the general 
GLOBAL GOVVIES recovery. 

 

The JUNE 2020 GILT FUTURE was below the 130.00-.50 FRONT MONTH GILT FUTURE 
support into next historic low-128.00 congestion it hit temporarily on its sharp mid-March 
dislocation prior to a major rebound above mid-low 135.00 area which held as support back into 
early April.  

The weaker May economic expectations had boosted it back above 137.00 area congestion that 
had held on recent tests, with 139.00 area above that restraining the recent rally prior to the dip 
back into the 138.00 area. Even though back below the 137.00 area into early June (like 
weakness elsewhere), the recent ‘macro’ perspectives from the OECD, Fed and the IMF had 
seen it push back above it and 138.00 toward the 139.00 area into mid-June, 

Yet the concern over BoE expanded QE led it back down from there. However, even the 0.85 
discounted SEPTEMBER GILT FUTURE rallied from below the 137.00 area into the June 26th 
June contract expiration, and held it on previous recent setbacks in the face of the US 
EQUITIES renewed ‘risk on’ influence, also pushing temporarily back up above the 138.00 area.  

Next support in the 136.00 area was previously churned around as the 135.00-134.50 area 
became the more telling recent support. Rallis back near the 137.00 area have failed since mid-
October prior to the early November failure below that 135.00 area. That was of course in 
response to the Pfizer-BioNTech announcement of the efficacy of their COVID-19 vaccine, 
followed by other recent COVID-19 vaccine announcements.  

That has left the recent squeezes back above the 135.00 area stalling at no better than 135.50 
prior to the return of pressure on the extended ‘risk on’ economic psychology. Next interim 
support below is the 133.00-132.50 range, yet with more significant support not until down into 
the 130.50-.00 area.  
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The recent rally back into the low-135.00 area was a key test of the down trend psychology, yet 
with the opposite indication previous relative to the MARCH BUND FUTURE as the MARCH 
GILT FUTURE was trading at its typical 0.80 discount to the December contract; reinforcing the 
bear case until just recently.  

Slipping back below the 135.00-134.50 area on the back of the US fiscal stimulus expectations 
opened the door to the next test of the 133.50 area seen during the early November response to 
the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine announcement. While having held that again earlier last week, the 
MARCH GILT FUTURE remains the weak sister on recent rallies stalling at no better than the 
135.00-134.50 area since the drop below it at the beginning of the year.  

That left a potential to retest 133.50 area that has also been violated on the way to a retest of 
the mid-low 132.00 area. However, inflation expectations have seen it drop below that support 
now as well, with the next lower support is not until the prominent historic 130.50-.00 range it is 
already nearing at present. That would also be into the historic weekly Oscillator threshold at 
MA-41 minus 6.00-6.50 not seen since the 106.00 area Closes at the bottom of the last bear 
phase in late 2013.  

With the major 130.50-.00 range congestion (also 22-month trading lows) violated, the next 
interim support is in the 128.00 area it did not really near on last week’s selloff. And as recent 
reaction rally only neared that 130.50-.00 range, we remained negative on the GILT.  

And the downside leader MARCH GILT FUTURE (possibly on the inflationary implications of the 
Brexit break with the EU) already failing somewhat below that major congestion is also with the 
typical full point discount in the JUNE GILT FUTURE. That left next support into the mid-low 
128.00 area it was recently below prior to rebounding once again. Whether it can maintain that 
recovery is now the key indication. 

The next major supports are not until the 126.50 and 125.50-.00 areas. As we tend to watch the 
second month GILT FUTURE against the front month technical levels from around the time of 
the US T-NOTE FUTURE expiration rollover, that is the operative support now.  

 

In FOREIGN EXCHANGE the DEVELOPED CURRENCIES had also seen massive shifts in the 
Spring of 2020 prior to quieting down once again. As noted extensively throughout the year, 
even though the US DOLLAR INDEX had a ‘haven’ bid into mid-February 2020, it then came 
under extensive pressure against the other DEVELOPED CURRENCIES. 

The problems in the US COVID-19 response had left it under sustained pressure. Yet the 
concerns about how poorly the other countries might fare under the extended COVID-19 impact 
had seen a partial ‘haven’ bid return to the greenback until the US DOLLAR INDEX stall on its 
late September temporary push above the key 94.00-.30 area.  

While this was previously likely also at least partially tied to the US EQUITIES renewed ‘risk on’ 
psychology, there is also the degree to which the US has a more troubling COVID-19 pandemic 
problem that the rest of much of the world, and the Democratic presidential election victory 
fomenting fiscal concerns.  

It is of note that even the Democrats ‘Blue Wave’ psychology dissipating into the middle of the 
week after the US election only saw US DOLLAR INDEX rally back to the top of the 94.00-.30 
range prior to dropping repeatedly back to the 92.50-24 range once again. As that was violated 
in late November, the Evolutionary Trend View for the greenback was a continued down trend 
even though it had already tested lower support and temporarily rebounded into early February. 
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However, the recent yield escalation creating more of a ‘risk off’ psychology has restored the bid 
to the greenback. Whether that is merely a ‘haven’ bid or a reflection of a better US economy 
driving anticipation of premium US interest rates is moot.  

For now the sheer sustained US DOLLAR INDEX strength above the 91.00-.23 resistance 
pointed to higher levels, yet with it stalling into the violated September 92.30 UP Closing Price 
Reversal that had held for quite some time last year until late-November.  

The late week selloff two weeks ago created a fresh DOWN Closing Price Reversal from the 
previous week’s 91.98 Close (Tolerance of that week’s 92.19 high.) Now that it has been 
Negated on the rally to a new recent high, Should the US DOLLAR INDEX sustain activity 
above 92.75-.85 (also weekly MA-41), the next resistance is not until loosely in the 94.00 area.  

 

While the volatility in this area was also historically extreme prior to spring stabilization, previous 
US DOLLAR INDEX weakness was not a surprise with COVID-19 is spreading in the previously 
‘safe’ United States. Yet that was reversed on worse impacts elsewhere leading to a wild rally to 
103.00 prior to settling back into the 99.00 area and slipping below it in late May. 

As noted previous, there was some interim congestion in the 97.00 area, yet with the next major 
congestion in the 96.00 area it failed below in early July. That was reinforced by a weekly UP 
Closing Price Reversal from back during the wild early-March selloff and recovery. Next lower 
support was the 95.00 area congestion with a Tolerance to the 94.65 early March trading low. 

It is likely that concerns over the US COVID-19 problems left it below that key March 94.65 
trading low. While there was lower key support nearby as the 94.00-93.71 2-year trading low, 
that was also violated in August (weekly chart Friday March 19th https://bit.ly/3cYBKtI.) 

There was also the downside Acceleration out of the bottom of the aggressive DOWN Channel 
since the 102.99 sharp mid-March rally high. While it was very reasonable to ask whether the 
US DOLLAR INDEX might be ‘oversold’ in the near-term, any full channel escape below 93.50 
level in the direction of the trend (Acceleration) out of a channel can overrun short-term 
indications. There was interim support below as nearby as 92.50-.24 (26-month trading low) that 
held on a series of August-November tests. 

Yet its inability to sustain activity back above the low 94.00 area top of the recently violated 
congestion had seen it drop below 92.50-.24 in late November. The more major supports were 
down in the 91.00-90.50 area tested since early December.  

As the 90.00 ‘big penny’ is only psychological at this time, after 91.00-90.50 was violated the 
next lower support was not until the 89.50-.00 area already being tested in recent trading with 
the 88.25 6-year low below that. 

That said, the recent recovery back above 89.50-.00 area had carried up into the high end of the 
91.00-90.50 area. That said, the December rally failures back up at the top of that area had a 
Tolerance to the early December 91.23 trading high. Strength above the 91.00-.23 resistance 
pointed to higher levels, yet with it stalling into the violated September 92.30 UP Closing Price 
Reversal that had held all the way until late-November.  

The recent selloff from the 92.50 trading high created a fresh DOWN Closing Price Reversal 
from the previous week’s 91.98 Close (Tolerance of that week’s 92.19 high.) That has been 
Negated by the rally to the new high for the current rally. Should the US DOLLAR INDEX 
sustain activity above 92.75-.85 (also weekly MA-41), the next resistance is not until loosely in 
the 94.00 area (93.80-94.20.)   

 

https://bit.ly/3cYBKtI
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European currencies had been under pressure again versus the US DOLLAR. EUR/USD was 
under pressure previous early last year due to its still weak economy, the initial response to the 
COVID-19 spread there took it to 33-month lows below last October’s 1.0878 trading low prior to 
the subsequent sharp recovery. The EURO was then strengthening very much against the 
temporarily weak US DOLLAR due to previous ‘greenback avoidance’.  

Since early April it had seen serial swings between the 1.0800 and 1.1000 areas with it now 
pushing above the higher end of that range and even the higher 1.1200-50 resistance. Next 
higher interim resistance is in the 1.1400 area it recently tested and stalled, yet with the major 
historic congestion resistance not until the 1.1500 area and EUR/USD now weakening back to 
1.1200 again on the reinstated ‘risk off’ psychology. 

As EUR/USD had strengthened from 1.1200 area again on US DOLLAR weakness, it also 
tested and held there on late June resurgent COVID-19 concerns. However, the degree to 
which those are more prominent in the US had EUR/USD back up above 1.1400 area and even 
the more prominent 1.1500 area. It also pushed above the 18-month 1.1570 high in late July.  

The next interim resistance was at the 1.1815 September 2018 high it recently pushed above 
prior to slipping back below it again after churning heavily around it. Lower interim support 
reverts to 1.1700 area recent trading lows, with further support into the 1.1600 area held on 
tests in both September and early November.  

Recent sustained recovery back above the 1.1700 reinstated it as a key consideration once 
again. Next resistance was around the 1.1815 September 2018 high violated since late 
November, with the recent ‘risk on’ psychology extension above the more major 1.2000-1.2100 
range since the middle of last week (even more upbeat than the early September highs.)  

That left next resistance into the 1.2200-50 range at the bottom of the early 2018 major range 
that it had been trading above of late until reacting back below it at present. Any sustained 
activity back above it would suggest an extension to the next resistance in the 1.2400-50 area, 
while the next support remained into the low end of the major 1.2000-1.2100 range that had 
been recently marginally violated prior to the subsequent recoveries.  

Yet with EUR/USD below 1.2000 again, there seems to be more of a ‘risk off’ psychology which 
is now independent of the strength of the EMERGING CURRENCIES. Lower supports are back 
down into those 1.1815 and 1.1700 areas. That said, the higher Close two weeks ago created a 
fresh UP Closing Price Reversal from the previous week’s 1.1908 Close (Tolerance of that 
week’s 1.1894 low.) As such, last week’s Close below it and this week’s softness are seeming 
to Negate that basing attempt, reinforcing potential for more US DOLLAR strength. The next 
lower EUR/USD support into 1.1815 has been violated with next support into 1.1700 area. 

 

GBP/USD had already held up much better against the US DOLLAR than other DEVELOPED 
CURRENCIES in the wake of the Brexit vote finally confirming its exit from the EU. While failing 
from 1.3500 again in December as well as back below the interim 1.3200 congestion, it only 
worked its way gradually into the historically important 1.3000-1.2800 range.  

Even on the late February US DOLLAR surge, GBP/USD only dropped to a Close near the 
bottom of that range. However, the BoE leading the emergency rate cut efforts spooked the 
POUND bulls, leaving it back below 1.2800. Since then it Closed below 1.2500-1.2450 tin late-
April and even the interim 1.2200 area and previous major 1.2000-1.1960 September 2019 3.5 
year low. 
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Thankfully, it rebounded back above the 1.2200 area, even if only stalling back into the 1.2500-
1.2450 area. That was previous resistance despite the mid-April very temporary blip above it. 
July strength above that area had created a new interim resistance at the 1.2650 area highs, 
which would act as support on selloffs even once it pushed back above the 1.2700-50 range, 
with the more prominent resistance still into that broad range of the 1.2800-1.3000 area.  

While temporarily back below it again on late Summer UK and European COVID-19 concerns, 
the subsequent secular US DOLLAR weakness was assisting a push above 1.3000 and interim 
1.3200 congestion it retested on its recent Brexit deadline worries.  

The 1.3500 area remains the next resistance which was tested into early December prior to the 
Brexit negotiation concerns temporarily weakening it once again, yet with next resistance not 
until the 1.3600-50 range it had rallied to in the wake of the Brexit agreement prior to reacting 
back down toward the 1.3500 area.  

Next interim resistance was as nearby as the 1.3750-1.3800 area it had been holding into on 
the recent selloff. While this might be in part due to the higher UK interest rates, it will be 
interesting to see how it evolves in the context of current renewal of near-term US DOLLAR 
strength dropping it below that area with the next interim support into the 1.3600-50 range. 

 

And despite the previous US-China rapprochement on the Phase I trade and tariffs agreement 
not encouraging much AUD/USD strength, it is recovering now on the heavier diminished East 
Asian COVID-19 impact. That is only as expected, yet it is still from well below the .7000 area 
held in early-May of last year. Minor squeezes temporarily back above the .7000 area were only 
a prelude to slipping more definitively below it last July. Next lower major support was the .6825 
area early-2016 10-year trading lows it also slipped below around the same time.  

That is important after it slipped below next interim support at .6690-77 in early February on 
COVID-19 driven weak Chinese economic concerns. The .6500 area was the next support it 
slipped below along with violating the .6250 area next support. That was the last interim 
congestion this side of the now also violated .6000 area October 2008 17-year trading low.  

Recently trading only somewhat above the. 6500 area after previous slippage below it, the 
current rally has extended well above it and the hefty .6690-77 congestion. That left the next 
congestion resistance into the .7000-50 range it is most interesting it only challenged in the 
wake of strength in the other DEVELOPED CURRENCIES, and had previously slipped back 
from much nearer the .6800 area.  

Now above it, the next higher congestion reverted back the .7200 area heavy historic resistance 
it had previously traded below once again. Yet back above it now after dropping toward another 
test of the .7000 area that was seen as recently as late September.  

That is now into current US DOLLAR secular strength, with the recent AUD/USD surge back 
above .7200, .7350-.7400 congestion as well as interim .7500 area is coming to a close after the 
push above more major higher .7650-.7700 resistance has fizzled for now. The next interim 
resistance was as nearby as the recently exceeded .7800 area it was churning around prior to 
the recent weakness, with lower supports back into the interim .7500 area, .7350-.7400 
congestion and the .7200 area once again. 

 

USD/JPY was the prima facie example of the extreme mid-February ‘haven’ bid in the US 
DOLLAR, as the typical fellow ‘haven’ currency YEN came under heavy pressure on the 
USD/JPY surge above 110.00 for the first time since May 2019, leading to an immediate rally to 
the prominent 112.00-.50 area into the end of that week.  
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Yet here as well, once the US DOLLAR came under pressure on its loss of ‘haven’ status due to 
the COVID-19 spread in the previously safe US, at the end of February it ‘crashed’ back below 
the 110.00 area to Close into 108.00 again. Yet that did not hold since early March began on 
weakness that carried below the interim 106.00 area and once again below the very prominent 
105.00-104.50 range (39-month trading low with major tests in March 2018, January 2018 and 
August 2019.)  

Next lower congestion was not until the interim 102.50 area that USD/JPY traded below recently 
prior to and recovering back above the low 105.00 area as well as 108.00 and recently even the 
110.00 area once again prior to the current weakness.  

The higher resistances remain in the 112.00-.50 and 114.00-.50 areas. Yet after sagging back 
below the 108.00 area also left it weakening below 106.00, it has been weak once again below 
that level since early June. Below 106.00 that it was previously churning back above leaves next 
lower support reverts back to the historic 105.00-104.50 area it had slipped back into again prior 
to a recent recovery... one of the few areas of US DOLLAR strength.  

That is after previously trading below it both in late July and again in mid-September, and after it 
was also temporarily massively violated back in March. As that was recently violated once 
again, there is interim support into 102.50 it neared on its early November selloff.  

Yet for the past month it had been churning below 105.00-104.50 prior to recovering above both 
it and the 106.00 area of late and even 108.00 despite US DOLLAR strength is contrary to the 
weakness of other DEVELOPED CURRENCIES, and is thereby another ‘risk off’ indication.  

That is on the bid coming back to the other ‘haven’ currency showing even more strength than 
the US DOLLAR (i.e. beyond assumption the greenback strength might be exclusively on the 
premium US yields), with higher resistance back into 110.00 once again. 

 

And EMERGING CURRENCIES that had been under pressure had been recovering to some 
degree last February prior to coming back under pressure. While stronger over the Summer, 
they were back under pressure on the ‘macro’ view deteriorating into the COVID-19 ‘risk off’ 
once again until the recent ‘risk on’ revival on US DOLLAR weakness that has reversed for now.  

While that was previously except for the TURKISH LIRA, even that had recovered to a goodly 
degree on recent renewed global ‘risk on’ psychology creating secular US DOLLAR weakness, 
even if that has reversed a bit on higher US yields of late.  

That contrarian US DOLLAR rally in the wake of the ostensibly more profligate Democratic 
regime expectations had left all of the EMERGING CURRENCIES back under some pressure 
into the early part of the year. While that had substantially reversed over recent trading, it was 
back a bit again on the recent weakening of the ‘risk on’ psychology and the evolving sentiment 
focused on the recent GLOBAL GOVVIES yield escalation. Yet with that abating again, the 
weakness of US EQUITIES is more so a ‘risk off’ indication that is also beginning to affect the 
EMERGING CURRENCIES of late. 

 

The SA RAND has seen USD/ZAR overrun 15.40-.50 and even the 15.69 September 2018 high 
prior to pulling back previous. Even though it sagged all the way to 15.20 in early March 2020, it 
was back above 15.40-.50 and the 15.69 resistance a week later.  

Then it surged above the 16.00 and 16.30 next higher congestion resistances all the way into 
violating the 16.95 resistance in mid-March. The weak economic outlook caused it to exceed the 
January 2016 17.94 all-time high it set back markedly in the wake of the US rescue package. 
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Yet it then surged well above them, setting up a potential RAND failure after the sharp early 
April USD/ZAR 19.00 DOWN Closing Price Reversal (CPR) with a Tolerance to the 19.08 high 
of the previous week. After vigorously testing that resistance in late-April, it is even more critical 
going forward. There is also the 19.33 all-time high of that DOWN CPR week.  

It is also of note that the previous sharp slide of USD/ZAR from that 19.00 area only sagged to 
the very top of the near-term 18.00-17.80 recent congestion support prior to getting the bid 
back. As such, the near-term aggressive up trend was not in any way threatened.  

There was also the previous sharp upsurge in the wake of US EQUITIES previous near-term 
slide, yet with USD/ZAR finally dropping well back below the 18.00-17.80 area into mid-May 
after it had previously tested it and held. 

This is a further sign of how much central bank and government supports have encouraged a 
more upbeat outlook, whether that proves to be the case across time. The recent drop below 
the 17.75 weekly MA-13 left the next short-term congestion support back into the 17.55-.50 
range it had recently also slipped below, along with more prominent historic congestion into 
17.15-16.90 range from the USD/ZAR early 2016 spike higher.  

While subsequently below that as well, it is of note that it barely reached the next historic interim 
congestion in the 16.30 area in late July prior to the next rebound (i.e. not nearing heavier 
support in the 16.00 and 15.70-.60 areas.) It was important to watch how it did after recently 
crossing back above that prominent historic 17.15-16.90 congestion and failing back below it.  

That left the lower interim support into 16.50 (including weekly MA-41) it had slipped back below 
prior to the recent US DOLLAR recovery. That left the next lower supports into the heavy 
congestion in the 16.30 area it had slipped below again of late, with the next lower congestion 
into the 16.00 area it neared in mid-September and from which it has recently recovered back 
above 16.30 on the more prominent COVID-19 ‘risk off’ psychology.  

Yet secular US DOLLAR weakness has left it below 16.00, as well as the heavier support in the 
15.70 and the 15.50-.40 areas, where it failed on recent temporary recovery rallies. That leaves 
the next support into the heavy 15.10-.00 area congestion which it had slipped below previous 
prior to recently squeezing back above it.  

Recently failing on the renewed ‘risk on’ psychology had seen it also violate the next interim 
support in the 14.70 area (part of the major range from late-2018 through early-2020), even if 
there is more major support into the 14.50-.45 area it has recently tested and held.  

If those had been violated, the next significantly major support (heavy historic congestion) is not 
until the 14.00 area into the upper 13.00s (13.81 July 2019 almost 2-year trading low.)  

While the recent US DOLLAR rally had seen USD/ZAR ratchet back above the 15.00 area to 
vigorously test the 15.40-.50 range again prior to reverting to weakness, USD/ZAR had once 
again failed back below 15.00. That left 14.70 area (in the overall major range from late-2018 
through early-2020) next support that had been violated for the first time since late last year 
prior to the recent recovery. 

While that also opened the door for a test of more major support into 14.50-.45 area it even 
slipped slightly below, the recent serial ‘risk on’ psychology shifts had left it churning above 
15.00 related to the diminished ‘risk appetite’. Yet there was clear strength in EMERGING 
CURRENCIES, with USD/ZAR again churning below 15.00 and even the key 14.80-.70 range 
nearing the 14.50-.45 area again recently prior to rebounding back above the 14.70 area and 
now even slightly above 15.00.  
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The RUSSIAN RUBLE had seen USD/RUB push above 66.50-67.00 on weak Crude Oil as well 
(economic weakness driven) prior to dropping back on short-term EQUITIES and CRUDE OIL 
recovery. Back out above it last week left the bigger resistance not until 69.00-70.00 it began 
this week pushing sharply above. And historically there is not much resistance again until the 
75.00 area (early 2016 congestion) which it tested into early March prior to pulling back nearer 
to the interim 71.00 area.  

Yet here as well the return of economic stresses had seen it rally back up above 75.00 of late 
on the previous hope for the global economy and (at long last) some reasonably significant 
Crude Oil improvement on the Russo-Saudi pumping truce.  

That said, after recent USD/RUB strength again back above the 75.00 area, it has recently 
slipped somewhat below it on the Crude Oil stabilization and rally. Next interim support was 
previous congestion and recent trading lows into the 73.00-72.70 area it had previously violated 
prior to the recent recovery. The more major support was still into the 71.00-70.00 area it had 
recently dropped below along with the next interim congestion into the 68.00 area. Now back 
above that key lower area left 71.00-70.00 the key higher area it was finally pushing above 
again after stalling near it on the previous recent rallies.  

That has led to a recovery back above 73.00-72.70 area it has nominally exceeded once again, 
with next resistance reverting to the 75.00 area it has fully recovered above of late (including 
75.80) likely on the weaker CRUDE OIL activity.  

More major higher resistance was up in the 77.00 area it has also violated of late, with not much 
above until 80.00 area it stalled into recently prior to the sharp drop slightly back below 77.00. 
And while failing temporarily on the recent churn back into that range, the resurgent COVID-19 
impact on Russia along with weak energy prices had seen it push above 80.00 once again. 

Yet the next resistance into 81.30 was never quite reached prior to sagging back below 80.00 
and recently even the 77.00 area. That left next support in the 75.00 area that had been recently 
violated as well (likely on the sustained energy market recovery), with the US DOLLAR strength 
putting it back up near that area prior to slipping once again.  

While the lower support remains into recently retested 73.00-72.70 support this side of the more 
major 70.50-.00, the previous US DOLLAR strength had seen it squeeze back above 75.00 prior 
to current slippage back below it. That is likely on the sustained CRUDE OIL strength, which is 
supporting a more robust bid in the RUBLE as evidenced by USD/RUB dropping back down into 
the low end of 73.00-72.70 prior to rebounding on recent CRUDE OIL weakening.  

While the RUBLE has been the outlier strong sister on the back of CRUDE OIL, weakening of 
the latter back below 60.00 has also left USD/RUB back above 75.00 once again. As the 
CRUDE OIL slides further below 60.00 the impact on the RUBLE is apparent in USD/RUB 
pushing up closer to 77.00 once again as well. 

 

 

Even the previously more resilient MEXICAN PESO saw USD/MXN surge above the 20.25 
resistance in early March leading to an explosive rally. Here as well PESO weakness continued 
on the COVID-19 North American impact, with next resistances at 20.50 and 20.65 sharply 
overrun into mid-March on the way to also violating the 20.96 June 2018 high (also congestion) 
on the way to surging above the 22.03 January 2017 all-time high as well.  
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And the return of the economic stresses and weak Crude Oil prices had seen it surge to a new 
24.62 all-time high out of mid-March, which had been exceeded on the US rescue package 
worries leading to another new 25.44 all-time high in late March prior to setting back around the 
mid-low 23.00 area. That left a weekly DOWN CPR from 24.40 (Tolerance 24.62) as new near-
term resistance, yet which was NEGATED on last week’s push higher (and Closing above it.)  

There was also another round of USD/MXN weakening from the early April 25.76 new all-time 
high. That left yet another weekly DOWN CPR from 24.96 (Tolerance 25.04) the critical 
elevated near-term topping signal key resistance after it pushed above that mid-24.00 area. 
Much like USD/ZAR stalling from its 19.00 retest, USD/MXN falling back from the 25.00 area 
critical resistance below the low-24.00 area was a positive PESO sign. Lower support was the 
recent congestion in the low 23.00 area it neared in early April and had violated by a big margin.  

And the recent return of a ‘risk on’ psychology had it slipping to and even temporarily below the 
recent 22.30 lower interim congestion since early last month, which it was violating for a test of 
the 22.00 more prominent lower support area (old January 2017 major high) which remains the 
key lower threshold it has slipped below at present.  

And on late September weakness the 22.30 area was reinstated as resistance, with the higher 
level into the 22.60 area it tested right before that and subsequently failed below the 22.00 area 
once again. Below that was the June 21.50 area UP Closing Price Reversal as the next interim 
support it also failed below, even if it ‘kicked’ temporarily above it on a late October rally.  

The subsequent selloff left quickly violating the 21.00-20.60 area with the broad berth next 
support is not until the 20.25 area, including an important 20.30-.10 weekly chart gap from on 
the way up in March of this year that was also violated.  

It recently temporarily recovered back above the top of that range, yet failed once again into a 
retest of the additional significant historic congestion (2018-2019) in the 19.80 area, with the 
next hefty historic congestion as nearby as the recently tested 19.65-.50 area. 

The overall bottom of the very significant late-2018 through early-2020 range is not until the 
18.50-.40 range, even allowing there are interesting interim supports at 19.30 and into the 
19.00-18.90 range. That said, the current rally back above 19.80 was more critical even after 
the previous failure as nearby as the 20.25 area.  

Trading back above that historic and near-term (since early December) congestion was critical 
again in driving the next test of the 20.55-.65 area (seen in late December.) However, that failed 
yet again to below the interim 20.30 area. That highlights the psychological importance of the 
20.00 ‘big penny’ (along with weekly MA-9 and MA-13 right in that area) it was back to churning 
around last week prior to the current resurgence, as well as the importance of the more 
definitive historic congestion back into the 19.80 area.  

The recent push back above the 20.55-.65 area recent congestion (both December and 
January) was also a 20.50 area Inverse Head & Shoulders Bottom UP Break which was exactly 
tested and held earlier last week. That has a 21.57 upside Objective, which was achieved at the 
highs last week prior to the flop back down well below 21.90-22.00 area congestion. Right back 
down below the 20.50 area Head & Shoulders Bottom UP Break left that critical again yet with 
lower support into the 20.30 area. Having held, it is back up above 20.50 and 20.60 again. 

 

The TURKISH LIRA had been relatively steady through all of the EMERGING CURRENCY 
turmoil elsewhere. Yet it has been under pressure since USD/TRY held key 5.50-5.45 support 
and pushed back above 5.65-.60 range along with last July’s 5.7871 high from after the central 
bank governor dismissal. Key resistance at 5.90-5.93 was also exceeded again in January.  
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USD/TRY even strengthened above the 6.00 area that seemed to point to a retest of interim 
6.15 area that was also exceeded on the way to a test of the May 2019 crisis 6.25 area 17-
month trading high. Compared to the weakness of other EMERGING CURRENCIES this 
previously left the LIRA a bastion of stability.  

Yet above the 6.25 area since mid-March left the door open to a test of the higher September 
2018 6.45-6.55 congestion it had exceeded again prior to the temporary subsequent setback 
into that area later on in March. Since mid-April it has rallied above extended higher resistances 
at 6.72 and 6.83. That left the 7.10 area previous 2018 crisis all-time high it had exceeded. 

The push above the 7.00 area reinforced the EMERGING CURRENCIES global economic 
concerns, with the current rally back above its 7.10 area important historic August 2018 
previous all-time high and May 2020 congestion has led to the current new 7.2945 all-time high 
this morning. This is consistent with concerns about how the previous relatively better LIRA 
performance was driven by government intervention which could not be indefinitely sustained.   

Based on the weekly topping line (across the August 2018 and May 2020 highs), there was 
some weekly topping line resistance into the 7.30 area that was also reinforced by historic 
weekly Oscillator resistance from 2018 (MA-41 plus 0.8655.)  

As that Oscillator moved up to the 7.60 area late last year. it is already well above it with the 
next extended weekly Oscillator threshold is 7.90-7.95 this week based on recent activity, and 
finishing last week above it sets a more accelerated rally in motion. As we have noted for 
several weeks, the risk to the LIRA is that the extreme mid-2018 Oscillator thresholds are not 
until the 8.65-8.70 area this week, rising to 8.70-.75 next week.  

As such, the key weekly Oscillator threshold was very critical for USD/TRY in the context of the 
previous several week’s 7.95 area trading highs, with the previous push above them signaling a 
renewed UP ‘runaway’. That LIRA weakness came as the other EMERGING CURRENCIES 
benefited from US DOLLAR weakness, reinforcing secular nature LIRA weakness.  

While it appeared the renewed global ‘risk on’ psychology was assisting even the LIRA, after 
USD/TRY had dropped back below the 8.00-7.95 area and even 7.80 area congestion to near 
the next support at 7.40, it was recently back up into that 8.00-7.95 area prior to coming under 
moderate pressure once again. Those areas remain important technical trend thresholds, even 
allowing that compared to the sustained strength of the other EMERGING CURRENCIES the 
LIRA remains a secular weak sister.  

However, even that weak sister has managed to recover on the mid-December USD/TRY drop 
below the 7.80 area with 7.40 next support it has slipped below again. And the more major 
support remains back into the recently retested 7.27-7.20 area prior to the US DOLLAR rally.  

That includes the previous May 2020 all-time high violated in August as well as some prominent 
recent congestion and weekly MA-41. Below that pointed to the interim congestion in the 7.10 
area it had recently slipped below, with more prominent 6.90 recent congestion reinforced by 
being tested again of late as a more critical overall trend indication.  

And having survived that test it is now well back above 7.10 into the 7.40 area. And that is also 
right into the 7.43 weekly MA-41 above which it ranged above as well as the next interim level at 
7.55 to test the more major resistance back into 7.75-7.80 prior to settling back down into the 
7.50 area last week into early this week. That left the 7.40 and 7.10 support areas important 
again prior to the central bank change disruption to the LIRA that left it surging back up toward 
the November 2020 8.5764 all-time high. Having cooled off since the weekend still leaves it only 
back down into the 7.80 area, with the key lower support back into that 7.50 area once again 
and the key higher congestion just above 8.00. 
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Reports & Events (updated for the current week) 
While still obviously less relevant (as we have been noting for some time and is most glaringly 
apparent again at present) on the standard report releases in the midst of more major global 
trade and political cross currents, the Weekly Report & Event Calendar (accessible for Sterling 
and higher level subscribers) is available via the www.rohr-blog.com sidebar.  

This is another pressurized week in the wake of a couple of previous weeks that were also very 
intense on central bank influences and politico-economic developments. In fact, the need to 
accelerate some economic releases prior to the Good Friday holiday and even the Easter 
Monday holiday in much of the rest of the developed world (that’s right US readers) leaves 
Wednesday into Thursday of this week extremely crowded… and the US BLS is still going to 
release the monthly Employment report despite all major exchanges bring closed for Good 
Friday (with only limited electronic derivatives trading at the CME.)  

It actually doesn’t make sense to provide our usual day-by-day highlights, as there is just too 
much there, even if we note that there is some important Fed-speak on Tuesday. Yet the real 
culmination will be Thursday’s global PMIs and Euro-zone Retail Sales into the once again 
important US Weekly Initial and Continuing Jobless Claims. Then it will be Friday’s US 
Employment report into many global and even most US markets being closed. 

Of course, the near-term vagaries of the COVID-19 pandemic includes new virus variants into 
major precaution rollbacks in some US states (right into European reimposition), which are only 
partially offset to some degree by the more effective US vaccination program. Even in the face 
of the Biden ARP program rollout and major central bank statements reaffirming their massive 
accommodation, we maintain our recent advice that has been fully vindicated again in so many 
ways of late: Keep those seat belts firmly fastened.  

The Rohr-Blog Research Team 
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